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DeepMind: The AI solution: fighting climate change 

Sims Witherspoon 

Questions from Phil Dolling 

 

SW: Sims Witherspoon  

PD: Phil Dolling 

 

SW: I’m here today to present one of the many approaches to tackling climate change: the application of 

artificial intelligence. 

 

The presentation today will cover a few topics.  First, a brief introduction of the technology and how we think 

about applying AI systems to the challenges that drive climate change. A note here that I’ll be speaking 

today about mitigation (not adaptation). 

 

Next, we’ll dive into an example of AI applied to energy consumption. This is important, because until we can 

move to a zero-carbon energy mix on the grid, more efficient consumption can help us use less carbon 

intensive energy. 

 

DeepMind has built an autonomous system that controls for energy efficiency at Google data centres, and 

we’ll look into how that system operates. 

 

Next, we’ll take a look at the generation side of Energy: we need to accelerate the adoption of renewables on 

grids globally if we want to be able to consume from that aforementioned zero-carbon energy mix. 

 

DeepMind has created a system focused on wind power that we hope will help accelerate the adoption of 

that renewable source, so we’ll take a look at that system as well. 

 

And last, but certainly not least, we’ll explore a bit of what’s to come. Spoiler alert: Collaboration is key. 

 

If you’re listening to this presentation, you probably care about climate change --- maybe you have children 

for whom you’d like the world preserved or you’re an environmentalist or a humanist or a zoophilist or have 

any number of other convictions for which this planet is important.  

 

For me, it’s because I don’t like the way this chapter of history ends if we don’t do something: even more 

people facing food scarcity or needing to move away from their homes due to rising water lines. More natural 

disasters hitting a world that may not support the many incredible species that currently inhabit it --- including 

our own. We need solutions, and we need them to scale. 

 

Scale is something that technology does well. Granted, it’s not necessarily an intuitive connection to link 

technology with the environment. In fact, there are many negative associations when it comes to tech and 

environmental impact. But that doesn’t need to be the case… 

 

Climate change is an existential threat and a complicated problem that has many component parts. Artificial 

intelligence happens to be a powerful tool for complicated problems. 

 

So, what is AI? 
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Now, this can be the start of a very philosophical discussion in our industry, but for now, I’ll stick to outlining 

two broad categories: narrow and general AI. 

 

Narrow AI is essentially a set of algorithms that focus on a specific task or solve a specific problem. The AI 

you may encounter today is “narrow” AI: algorithms that recognise patterns in your viewing behaviour and 

recommend you films, for example.  

 

General AI, or artificial “general” intelligence is still aspirational, and DeepMind’s mission is to solve it. 

 

This type of AI would be a set of algorithms that could solve many different problems; in other words, a 

single system would be able to generalise and find solutions no matter the task at hand. 

 

You may be wondering why exactly makes AI in either form so good at problem solving… 

 

Well, AI doesn’t fix every problem, but it does excel in environments with large amounts of data where it has 

a clearly defined action space and specific goals to achieve. 

 

This will become clearer when we dive into our examples. 

 

Before we do...It’s useful to note that DeepMind approaches AI both as a science and for science. 

 

We aim to pioneer the science of artificial intelligence (hopefully one day creating AGI) as well as apply our 

breakthroughs to contribute to the solutions for difficult scientific problems (such as some of the drivers 

behind climate change). 

 

And I do mean drivers, plural... 

 

There are a myriad of areas in which AI can be applied to help climate change mitigation.  Energy, 

Transportation, Cities, Industrial Processes, Agriculture, Carbon-capture are just a few of the many options. 

 

Today we are going to focus on Energy. Now, even within Energy, there are many areas where AI can be 

applied (do you see all the opportunity here yet?!) 

• Generation (supply) 

• Consumption (demand) 

• Scheduling 

• Dispatch 

• Fusion 

• The list goes on... 

 

For now, we’ll focus on consumption and generation… 

 

On the consumption side, as mentioned previously, our team has looked at how AI can increase the 

efficiency of existing systems (i.e. improvement through software alone). Afterall, we can’t wipe-out current 

infrastructure and start over immediately.  

 

And in Generation, we’ve explored how AI can increase the value of wind power by increasing predictability 

and thereby making this renewables source more competitive with traditional thermal generation. 

 

Let’s kick it off with Consumption... 
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We started our Energy projects with a look into large industrial systems, because these systems (for 

example, data centres, factories, and commercial buildings) account for over half of the world’s energy 

consumption. They are also massively complex and generate a lot of data, which make them a ripe problem 

for an AI solution... 

 

Think of even a simplified industrial system (now, the mechanical engineers in the audience, please excuse 

this reductive example --- it is for illustrative purposes only). 

 

Assume there are 10 pieces of equipment in the system (things like chillers, pumps, cooling towers).  

Let’s say that each piece of equipment has 10 different set points that you can adjust to control the 

equipment and therefore the energy efficiency (think temp or pressure gauges). 

 

So, you have a grid of 10 pieces of equipment, with 10 setpoints each.   

 

That’s already 10 to the 10th power or 10 billion possible configurations for that simple plant. With that 

number of permutations, it would be impossible for a facility manager to test every single option in order to 

find the most efficient one and still have enough time to do the rest of her job. 

 

So, what happens is a human operator needs to focus on a select number of what they deem are the most 

important components to manipulate. These optimisations are often then hard-coded, meaning they don’t 

adapt with the building over time. 

 

Unfortunately, the problem with this, is that with a number of configurations in the billions, essentially only 

1% of them get tested, leaving the other 99% of possible optimizations unexplored.  

 

And if all that doesn’t seem complex enough, add the fact that the system itself is changing (new equipment 

is being added, things break or go offline for maintenance, etc.)... it becomes even more difficult to find 

optimal efficiency. 

 

Knowing that AI excels in complex, data-rich environments, we were determined to build a system that would 

help solve this optimization problem. So, we started applying AI to Google’s data centres, an increasingly 

important type of industrial facility given the world’s mounting demand for compute power.  

 

Data centres generate a lot of heat, so their cooling systems are massive. Imagine how hot your laptop gets 

when you stream videos on YouTube...now imagine if your laptop was the size of an industrial complex. A lot 

of heat, right? 

  

Given this, it’s not surprising that energy used to cool the data centres is the biggest non-server load. 

 

This is how we landed on our first pilot: we thought, what if we could reduce the amount of energy used to 

cool data centres while allowing them to perform as usual? We’d prove that AI could increase the energy 

efficiency of industrial systems!  

 

TRANSITION. So, what exactly did we do…? 

 
In our first iteration, every 5 minutes, our cloud-based AI pulled a snapshot of the data centre cooling system 

(as represented by thousands of sensors) 

 

Click 1: 

This data was then cleaned and prepared to be fed into the models. 

 

Click 2: 
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Our models predicted the future energy efficiency based on the current state of the data centre and the 

billions of possible actions under consideration (i.e., which combinations of set points could be adjusted and 

by how much). Our models identified the adjustments that would maintain the operational requirements of 

the system such as temperature and pressure while also 1) minimising the future energy consumption and 2) 

satisfying rigorous safety constraints. 

 

Click 3: 

These recommendations were then sent hourly to a human operator, who reviewed and manually 

implemented them. 

 

Because this is a reinforcement learning system, the system learns the differences between its expected 

outcome of the recommendations it generates and what actually happens to energy efficiency in the data 

centre. It then adjusts its understanding of the environment to improve future recommendations. 

 
This is what happened to energy use in a typical day at a Google data centre that was using our system.  

 

That middle section is an 8-hour window in which we worked with data centre operators to implement the AI-

generated recommendations. What you see here is that energy consumption decreased, and efficiency 

significantly improved (that delta equates to about 40% savings). 

 

But the data centre operator had an additional ask for us: could we achieve the savings of AI without 

requiring them to manually input recommendations every hour? 

 

We thought, “okay, sure!” So at the facility manager’s request, we then built a second iteration of the system 

that did not rely on manual implementation by the human operator, but rather passed the recommendations 

through safety mechanisms in both the cloud as well as the physical infrastructure, and then directly 

implemented changes through the data centre control system. 

 

Now safety is our number one priority, so when I say the recommendations went through safety 

mechanisms...   

 

I mean 8 different checks... 

• Continuous monitoring to ensure that the AI control system does not violate system constraints. 

o Automated monitoring to check (monitor temp, pressure, network connectivity, etc. email 

alerts for health of services, etc.) 

• Automatic failover to a neutral state if the AI control system does violate any constraints  

• Smooth transfer during failovers to prevent sudden changes to the system 

o Transfer via rate of change constraints (ex: pump speeds cannot go down by more than 

10% every 5 minutes) 

• Two-layer verification of the AI actions before implementation, so the recommendations pass 

system safety constraints in the cloud AND on the local facility side 

• Constant communication between the cloud-based AI and the physical infrastructure 

o Always checking there’s connectivity between Cloud and local system 

• Uncertainty estimation to ensure we only implement high confidence actions 

• Rules and heuristics as backup if we need to exit AI control mode 

• Humans in the loop who are always available and can supersede any AI actions  

 

It may sound redundant to have 8 different safety mechanisms, but this is the first time -- that we're aware of 

-- where AI has been used to autonomously control an industrial facility of this size. We're committed to 

getting this right, and safety is a priority. 
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And even with the robust safety constraints (which make the system more conservative), we’re seeing 

savings of around 30%.  We expect this number to increase, because what’s particularly exciting is that AI 

improves over time. 

 

We see the trailing-12 month average moving from roughly 10% energy savings when we first launched the 

system to 30% energy savings a year later. 

 

It’s also worth noting that AI will adapt to some changes to the environment without needing to reprogram the 

control system. That improvement over time is exactly the type of thing that’s needed to improve our energy 

infrastructure. 

 

And therein lies the potential of AI technology: Rules and heuristics don’t get better over time. But AI does.  

 

Shifting gears a bit, the other area I’ll touch on today is increasing the value of renewable energy. 

 

Renewables are unquestionably a key to the future --- and to helping solve climate change. 

  

With the way our energy system currently works, supply largely needs to meet demand in real-time, which 

makes planning essential. 

 

The problem for renewables is that they cannot be 100% reliably scheduled --- they’re unpredictable --- 

sometimes the sun shines or the wind blows, and sometimes it just… doesn’t. Unfortunately, fossil fuel plants 

are the opposite: they can reliably deliver specific amounts of energy at set times.  

 

As you can imagine, this can make renewable energy less attractive for buyers, so we thought… 

Perhaps we could use AI to more accurately predict wind power and then leverage that predictability to make 

wind power more competitive on energy markets. 

 

We partnered with Google to see if we could build a system for 700MW of Google’s wind farm portfolio to 

help predict, and then more reliably schedule wind power. 

 

Our model: 

• Takes weather forecasts, like those provided by the UK Met Office, and pairs that with historical 

power production information from the wind farms where the model is applied, as well as other data 

sources, 

• We then feed that data into a neural network trained to predict the wind power output -- for every 

wind farm -- a day or so in advance. 

o Neural nets (or 'deep learning') are a powerful type of algorithm and have accounted for a 

large share of AI progress in recent years. Inspired by the human brain, they can be trained 

to model complex relationships. We have used them at DeepMind for purposes ranging from 

playing Go to predicting the shapes of proteins.' 

• We then use the predictions to make commitments to the grid. 

 

The 1-2 day notice is important, because it takes a while to ensure that, between the various energy 

producers, the grid will have enough supply to meet demand commitments (i.e. who is going to produce how 

much and when). 

 

When we look at our predictions versus actual generation (or what we refer to as “the ground truth”), we’re 

pretty accurate! 

 

You can also see the intense volatility from the wind! 0MW → 200MW in hours. 
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We can’t eliminate this variability, but AI can increase predictability, which helps make wind power more a 

more reliable, dependable investment for buyers on the energy grid, which is important to increasing the 

adoption of this type of renewable. 

 

Currently, our model is outperforming all known scheduling techniques. We are still improving, but we are 

excited about this achievement, as we need zero-carbon energy sources like wind power to be economically 

attractive if they are going to compete against fossil fuels on the grid 

 

TRANSITION. What’s perhaps even more exciting is the future potential of AI applications like these… 

 

Imagine these improvements in energy efficiency and the value of wind power and what that would mean for 

our environment if we were able to widely adopt systems like this. Now, I’ve mostly spoken about DeepMind 

projects today, but there are many organisations working to scale technology that can help tackle climate 

change --- and as the saying goes, it will take a village (our global community) to solve the problem. 

 

In fact, our current situation shows just how important working together is. 

 

The pandemic we’re facing is devastating. For people whose lives have been affected, there is no silver 

lining. But for us as a global community, we may find hope in the way it's highlighted what we can 

accomplish if we act collectively. Climate change is another existential crisis that we face together --- and it 

will take cutting-edge research and deployment to make a difference. 

 

We've been excited to see the number of organisations invested in the application of AI to the many 

challenges that contribute to climate change and are hopeful that our research will help drive towards an 

efficient, zero-carbon energy future.  

 

As a sign-off, a huge thank you to our partners and peers who help us bring impact to the world. 

 

And thank you all for being a part of this conversation. Back to you, Phil... 

 

PD: Thank you very much, Sims. That was fascinating. I'd like to find out a lot more about AI. But before I do 

that, let's find out a little bit more about you. Tell me how did you first get into science? 

 

SW: Well, my parents are in healthcare. So, I grew up with scientists and I also worked on ambulances as an 

emergency medical technician. So, a first responder, during University. I think when I was little, and I was 

thinking about what I wanted to do as a career I, it sounds a little bit corny, but I really just wanted to help as 

many people as possible. I think that the first part of that helping people was why I got into science and the 

as many people as possible as I got into tech, you know, it has such enormous scale and reach.  So that's 

kind of where I landed in socially beneficial applications of technology. 

 

PD: That's great. Tell me, did you have your eye on sort of artificial intelligence when you set off? Or was 

that something that came later? 

 

SW: Oh, that was definitely something that came later. I don't think I ever could have predicted that I would 

have landed in AI. You know, I, I started my career as a consultant, doing risk management based in 

Shanghai, China. And then I moved over to technology. Because after spending a lot of time specifically 

problem solving for risk in the in the tech domain, because that's where I really focused. I wanted to go into 

tech full time. And so I worked in a number of jobs across Google, from data analysts to strategy. And then 

after working on Crisis Response products on the Google Crisis Response Team, I realized that I really 

wanted to focus on these large scale applications of technology that could help a lot of people and AI I was 

just really the cutting edge and DeepMind is the cutting edge. And so when they crossed my path, I was just 

really, really excited by what the company was doing. So, I think that was the initial attraction.  
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PD: Well tell me a little bit more about DeepMind because they are quite a young company. I think they were 

founded in about 2010. So barely 10 years old, but huge in their field.  Was with a company that you were 

just thrilled to be working with? 

 

SW: Yes, it's absolutely thrilling. You know, I think working for DeepMind is inspiring, overwhelming, 

invigorating. You know, I there's so many brilliant people at this company devoting their life's work to solving 

the major challenges of science for us globally, our global community. And also we get to work with so many 

peers and other organizations who are doing the same thing, which I find just incredibly inspiring. DeepMind 

actually inspired me to go back to school.  Working in the cognitive neuroscience lab over at UCL and the 

effective brain lab. So it's been a motivator in every sense of the word. I wish there was a single word for 

inspiring and humbling and challenging, all wrapped into one.  I think I'm just I'm really just grateful to have 

the opportunity. 

 

PD: It's fantastic. And you're very lucky to, to end up as it were, perhaps not end up by accident. But 

certainly, working at deep mind and working in artificial intelligence at the moment. It's a really big thing. I 

was really interested in looking at how you can apply AI to climate change. And I'm interested in how it gets, 

as it were, forgive the phrase "into the real world" because, you know, you start off with an idea. You've then 

shown all the testing and analysis, that's all very understandable. But how and when do you think the ideas 

you've just shown us both in data centres and in wind power will end up in the real world or perhaps they 

have already? 

 

SW: Yeah, well, I mean they're operating in the real world, because they're operating within Google's 

infrastructure, you know, if we think about the way we take ideas into the real world, what we essentially do 

at DeepMind is we're a research organization, you know, so we really need to work with a partner like 

Google in order to deploy the technology. what we look at is we look at the availability of DeepMind research 

and the challenges that the world faces, you know, for our team, it's the challenges that I have represented 

today being, you know, the scaling the adoption of renewable energy, or, you know, energy efficiency, and 

we say: "Okay, what DeepMind research, can we pair with challenges of the real world?" And essentially, we 

take that idea, we then prototype it, and we see like, okay, does our idea makes sense, you know, I mean, 

we test the hypotheses, and then we say, okay, it seems like it does. Now let's test within Google's 

infrastructure. I think we're really lucky to have Google as a partner for a testbed because what we can 

essentially do with kind of within the same larger company being Alphabet, we can ensure this systems work 

as we intend them to. So performance is what we expect. And we can also ensure that they're incredibly 

safe, before we consider deploying them outside of Google or possibly to the rest of the world. So I think 

we're really lucky in that. But that's kind of the timeline that any project follows that ideation, prototyping, 

testing with Google and then to be determined what happens next. 

 

PD: Tell me a little bit more about the many safety systems you introduced. I think if I remember, rightly, on 

the data centre, you introduced eight safety checks, which is reassuring, I guess, if you own a data centre, 

they're not cheap. But tell me the case with all applications? Does it need a great deal of safety checks 

before you can actually put it into the real world? 

 

SW: For us safety really is our number one priority.  We think it's incredibly important to first deploy ultra 

conservative systems when we when we initially launch you know, as the systems mature, we can think 

about scaling back certain constraints that we've that we've put in place, but only once we've ensured they 

operate as we intended them to, you know, I mentioned for the energy efficiency example, you know, that's 

the first time that we're aware of that autonomous control is being used to control an industrial facility at that 

size. And so what we really want to look at for these first deployments into the real world is that they operate 

exactly as we intended to. So that's kind of a long answer. But the short answer, the short answer would be 

yes, safety is always going to be important for anything that we launch in the real world. 

 

PD: Thank you. And now, one of the questions that comes up a lot around artificial intelligence and AI is the 

idea that the computers I mean, it's an old idea, in many respects, will replace human beings putting us all 

out to work.  With AI it sort of seems more likely because one of the phrases I picked up on was the idea that 
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this machine or this operating system is learning and improving. As time goes by, it gets kind of smarter it 

does the job better. So what ultimately is the relationship between us humans and AI? 

 

SW: Well, you know, if you if you mentioned in the example, you just reference if you remember that the 

facility managers were actually the ones that asked us to build that, you know, that autonomous control 

system. And, you know, the goal with that project was really to develop a tool that would enhance the role of 

these highly qualified scientists and engineers, I mean, data centre operators are amongst the strongest 

advocates for our technology because it not only has had a positive impact on their on their jobs, but 

because they're the among the finest trained in the world. Their focus really needs to be on keeping the data 

centres operational, you know, not making equipment level optimizations. So you know, in a way that this is 

actually returned to a previous state as well because prior to that recommendation system being 

implemented, the cooling system was fully automated, it was just running on pre-program rules and 

heuristics. And, I remember Dan, one of the data centre operators that we worked with. He said something 

along the lines of and you can correctly quote me if you reference the blog post1, but I'll try to get it right. He 

said something along the lines of No, we wanted to achieve that we being the data centre operators, we 

wanted to achieve energy savings with just less operator overhead. And so the automation of the system 

really enabled us to implement more granular actions at a greater frequency, and also make fewer mistakes. 

So we could kind of handle this for them while they could focus on the rest of their job because it is a 

massive job. So this is kind of how we think about that is that we're really trying to make tools and that make 

the jobs of these scientists and you know other humans easier, and that they can continue to do their jobs 

and maybe focus on other things that they'd rather spend time on. 

 

PD: Thank you.  Finally, something I've read a lot about with artificial intelligence is general intelligence, the 

idea that computers can turn their processing power to solving any problem almost in the same way that 

human beings can. Do you think that's a realistic proposition? Or is that just the stuff of science fiction? 

 

SW: Well, I mean, when people talk about artificial intelligence and AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) what 

they mean is, you know, developing a system that can learn to solve any problem without needing to be 

taught how so without being pre-programmed in any way.  At DeepMind we do think this kind of 

generalizable intelligence could be one of humanity's most useful inventions because by solving this, we 

believe we could advance scientific discovery, help people solve thousands of problems, generate lots of 

positive impact in the world, from everything from climate change to drug discovery. But, you know, there's a 

lot of debate in the field about when this might happen. And it's impossible to give a specific timeframe. What 

we do know is there is such a long way to go and many research challenges to tackle before we get 

anywhere close to, you know, anything approaching basic human intelligence. So when people are 

concerned about that, I think we've got a long road ahead of us. Hopefully, one day we'll get there. 

 

PD: Well, thank you very much, Sims it's a long and very interesting road ahead of us, but who knows what 

will happen I look forward to it all. I'm afraid that's all we got time for. So thank you, Sims, and thank you very 

much all at home for joining us. If you've enjoyed this session, and found it interesting, then please make a 

donation at crowdfundier.co.uk/cheltsctfestathome. Cheltenham festivals need your support to continue their 

work with schools and communities, however big or small, your donation will make a big difference. So, 

thank you very much for watching. it's goodbye from me. And it's goodbye from Sims. 

 

SW: Thank you 

 

1. https://deepmind.com/blog/article/safety-first-ai-autonomous-data-centre-cooling-and-industrial-control  
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